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•  iRobot is an American company that’s 

been developing leading-edge robotic 

technologies for 21 years.

•  Nine years ago, we unveiled Roomba, the 

vacuum-cleaning robot that has gone on to 

be the world’s best seller, helping to clean up 

homes with more than 6 million sold around 

the world.

•  And our heritage goes beyond the home, too. 

Way beyond; our robots explore the oceans, 

save countless lives in this world and are even 

designed for missions to explore others.

•  Now, we’re proud to announce the sixth 

generation Roomba, the world’s most 

advanced vacuum-cleaning robot; the new 

700 series. With new features and design 

enhancements, it gives buyers even cleaner 

floors, automatically, every day.
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robot technologyContents



The world’s best selling vacuum-cleaning robot. And the world’s most advanced.

The Roomba 500 series is the world’s best selling vacuum-cleaning robot 
and has long been the benchmark.  
 
It cleans automatically, removing dirt, dust and pet hair to give you clean 
floors everyday – and most can even be scheduled to clean 7 days a week.

The new Roomba 700 is the latest generation of Roomba;  
it takes the sky-high standards set by the 500 series as a 
base... and then raises the bar.  
 
A host of new features and technological advances deliver 
cleaning performance that redefines what you can expect 
from a vacuum-cleaning robot.
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The Roomba  
Features

1 Year limited warranty (UK) / 2 Year limited warranty (EU/SK) - 6 months for the batteryWarranty

3.6kgWeight Diameter 33cm Height 9.2cmDimensions

Model

Ideal for tackling 
your busy life

Scheduling

Room confinement

Ideal for 
pet owners

Scheduling

Room confinement

Specialist pet
 hair bin

Ideal for large family 
homes and full floor  
everyday cleaning

Scheduling

Room confinement

Room-to-room
cleaning*

Wireless command
centre

All Robots iAdapt™

3 Stage Cleaning System
Cleans all floor types
Dirt Detect™

Stair and drop off detect
Anti-tangle technology (tassels, cables)

Self charging Home Base™ (auto docking)

High-capacity battery (external charging)

Maintenance package
Soft-touch bumper
Automatic fault diagnostics
Multiple cleaning modes
Room size calculation

1 Year limited warranty (UK) / 2 Year limited warranty (EU/SK) - 6 months for the batteryWarranty

3.85kgWeight Diameter 35cm Height 9.2cmDimensions

All Robots iAdapt™

3 Stage Cleaning System
Cleans all floor types
Dirt Detect™ Series 2
Stair and drop off detect
Anti-tangle technology (tassels, cables)

Self charging Home Base™ (auto docking)

High-capacity battery (external charging)

Maintenance package
Moulded soft-touch bumper
Automatic fault diagnostics
Multiple cleaning modes
Room size calculation
AeroVac™ Series 2 bin
Bin full indicator
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generation 

of vacuum-cleaning 
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700 Series 
Enhancements

Room Confinement

Room-to-room 
cleaning*

IR Remote Control

Stylish New Look

HEPA Filters

AeroVac™ Series 2 Bin

Moulded Soft-Touch  
Bumper

Dirt Detect™ Series 2

Persistent Pass Cleaning

Enhanced features
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Improved Power Management

Delivers up to 50% longer battery life.

New Control Panel

makes it even easier to use and  
tells you when the bin is full.

Stylish New Look

Helps it fit seamlessly in 
your home.

Moulded Soft-Touch Bumper

Cushions the contact made with furniture.

Introducing the new Roomba 700 series

The new Roomba 700 series provides all the features and benefits of the 500 series  
but with a number of new features and technology advancements.

New Cleaning System

Picks up and holds more dirt, hair and debris, 
leaving even cleaner floors behind.

AeroVac™ Series 2 Bin

employs a powerful vacuum to vigorously pull 
debris and hair off brushes into the bin.

Dual HEPA Filters

Captures fine dust particles leaving 
fresher and healthier air behind.

Persistent Pass Cleaning

Uses a back and forth cleaning motion 
where it senses excessive dirt.

Dirt Detect™ Series 2

Now uses optical as well as acoustic sensors 
to detect both large and small particles of dirt.



•    Roomba has a spinning side brush that gathers in dirt, debris and pet-hair as  
it moves along.

•     so, while Roomba is round it can still clean effectively along wall edges and  
into other hard-to reach places.

•    some of Roomba’s competitors feature two side brushes. but as only one 
edge can be cleaned at a time, we feel that a single brush is more efficient.

The spinning side brush

•    Roomba has two counter-rotating brushes, working together like a dustpan and broom to pick-up  
dirt and large debris more efficiently from the floor.

•   on hard floors, the brush and flapper sweep debris straight into the main bin.

•   on carpet, they first agitate the fibres to bring debris up to the surface where it is swept into the bin.

•    behind the cleaning head, Roomba has a high-velocity vacuum which suck up fine particles into the 
vacuum chamber.

Effective pick-up of debris

1
2

How does Roomba work?
3-STAgE CLEANINg SySTEM

Roomba’s iAdapt™ navigation technology ensures it covers as much of the floor as possible;  
its 3-stage cleaning process enables it to clean effectively while it does so, picking up a large 
amount of dust, dirt and debris. This is stored in an integrated bag-less bin which is simply 
emptied after each cleaning cycle.

•   Thanks to the efficiency of its rotating 
brush cleaning system, Roomba 
needs only a 30W motor to vacuum 
your floors thoroughly.

•   Unlike a traditional vacuum cleaner, 
a vacuum-cleaning robot should 
be judged on the ‘efficiency’ of 
its vacuum suction and brushing 
system, rather than ‘power’  
or air watts.

•   Roomba’s integrated cleaning 
system makes the most of every 
milliamp, making it more energy-
efficient than the competition.

Efficient use of energy 
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•  Key to Roomba’s success is its unique navigation system, iAdapt™ Responsive Cleaning Technology. 
This enables Roomba to make more than 60 decisions every second and alternate between dozens  
of cleaning behaviours.

•  This means that, unlike its competitors, Roomba isn’t limited to cleaning in straight lines – which is  
fine in empty rooms, but can lead to confusion in real world situations.

•  Roomba has no such rigid restrictions, it copes seamlessly with real-world rooms with their furniture 
and clutter. It tackles every room on its own merits and adapts its path as it goes to clean more of  
the floor more thoroughly, including along edges and under, around and behind your furniture.

The diagrams show Roomba’s cleaning performance versus a competitor cleaner on an IeC (International 
electrotechnical Commission) proposed test floor in a controlled, real world example. 
 
blue - Areas the cleaner has covered with a single pass
Red - Areas covered more than once
Grey - Areas not covered 
 
 
We can see the competitor has missed large areas  
like under the table and has covered most of the  
floor only once. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Roomba has not only covered nearly all of the  
floor, but has covered it multiple times - meaning a  
more thorough clean.

All Roomba features:

The iAdapt Difference in the Real World

Just press the clean button and Roomba  
does the rest

Intelligent navigation using iAdapt™  
Responsive Cleaning Technology

Cleans carpets, hardwood, tile and  
linoleum floors

Cleans under furniture and around obstacles

Cleans along edges

Dirt Detect™ technology concentrates cleaning 
where it’s needed most

Cleans on a schedule that’s convenient for you 
(555 and above) 

Cleans for up to 90mins on one charge

Automatically recharges itself between cleans

Detects and avoids stairs and other drop offs

Is gentle with your furniture

Won’t get tangled on cords and tassels

700 Series enhanced features: 

Revolutionary new Roomba design with 
advanced cleaning head for superior 
performance 

iAdapt™ Responsive Cleaning Technology 
navigation, now with Persistent Pass Cleaning  
for areas of excessive dirt

Dirt Detect™ series 2 uses optical as well as 
acoustic sensors to concentrate cleaning where 
it’s needed most

Indicator light lets you know when the dust-bin 
is full 

moulded soft-touch bumper now even gentler 
with your furniture

easy to use touch control system (780)

700 Series on-board 
accessories:

HEPA Filters 
Leaving fresher and healthier air behind 

IR Remote 
Allows wireless communication with  
Roomba for easier control 

AeroVac™ Series 2 Bin 
employs a powerful vacuum to vigorously  
pull debris and hair off brushes into the bin

Compact Self-charging Home Base™ 
Automatically returns to home base  
after cleaning 

Auto-on virtual wall® 
Contain cleaning to one section or  
restrict cleaning from off-limit areas 

AeroVac™ Bin 
For heavier duty cleaning in hairier,  
dirtier or high traffic areas 

Virtual Wall® Lighthouse™ 
Automatically manages adjoining  
room-to-room cleaning (581 and 780)

Wireless Command Centre 
steer and control Roomba from  
across the room (581)

Replacement Brushes Kit 
To keep Roomba at its best for longer 

On-board accessories:

iAdapt™ Responsive Cleaning Technology system Key features

Competitor

Roomba 500



•    At iRobot, we have a single, simple 
mission: to create robots that make 
a difference to people’s lives.

•      And, across 21 years of pioneering 
robotic research development 
and manufacturing, we believe 
we’ve done just that – in the 
world’s combat zones and at 
natural disasters, in exploring the 
oceans and in designing robots 
for space travel… and we’ve 
sold more than six million robots 
for homes around the world.

•      Here is a small selection of 
the amazing robots we have 
created since 1990.

genghis – 1991 
our first robot, designed for navigating and 
exploring other planets.

Ariel – 1996 
A robot designed to detect mines in surf zones. 

PackBot – 2001   
Used to help aid rescuers after the attacks 
on the World Trade Centre and extensively 
employed in war zones across the world 
performing remote tasks such as bomb 
disposal.

Roomba – 2002 
The World’s first affordable vacuum- 
cleaning robot - over six million have been  
sold worldwide.

SUgV – 2004 
iRobot and boeing teamed up to develop 
sUGV (small Unmanned Ground Vehicle) -  
it gathers information in dangerous conditions 
for military and public safety professionals.

Scooba – 2005  
The World’s first floor washing robot, preps, 
washes, scrubs and dries floors in one pass.

LANdroid – 2008 
A communications support robot, developed  
to set up ad-hoc communications networks,  
in hostile territory.

Seaglider – 2010
our first autonomous underwater exploration 
robot, used to monitor the recent Gulf of 
mexico oil disaster.

iRobot. making a difference, every day.



iRobot. making a difference, every day. Demonstrating Roomba.

Customers love to see Roomba in action.

Demonstrating the product in your store is the ideal way to explain how it works.

Some key things to show:

There are some key sales points to remember when talking 
about iRobot and Roomba and the new 700 series:

iRobot:

•  iRobot have been developing robotic technology for 21 years

• our mission... to develop robotic technology that makes a difference to people’s lives

Roomba:

• Roomba has been on the market for 9 years

• Roomba is the world’s best-selling vacuum-cleaning robot

• more than 6 million Roombas have been sold in 44 markets around the world

Roomba key features:

• Roomba cleans in a way which is unique to your rooms using iAdapt™ navigation

• Roomba cleans all floor types effectively

• Roomba cleans everywhere, including along edges and under furniture

• Roomba comes with a 2 year warranty (1 in UK)

• The Roomba range ensures there’s a Roomba suitable for everyone

Roomba 700 series:

• The latest generation of Roomba

• modern new look to fit in our customers’ modern homes

• Advanced cleaning system provides 20% more pick up

• New easier to use control panel

• Handles areas of heavier dirt more effectively

Throw down some demo dirt to show  
how effective Roomba is at cleaning it up.  
You can also demonstrate Roomba’s Dirt 
Detect™ capability by throwing down  
heavier amounts of demo dirt.

 Put Roomba on a table to demonstrate the  
cliff detector technology.  
 
If you don’t have a table, the Roomba box will 
work just as well.

 show the self charging function by pressing  
‘dock’. make sure you have the docking station 
plugged into the mains to demonstrate this.


